RULE #1: LIFE’S TOO
SHORT TO WORK WITH
A$$HOLES…OR
BENTZI’S
COLLABORATIONS AND
IMPACT
I owe a beer to Rich Holden, Joy Rivera, and Edmond Ramly

Rupa Valdez, PhD
University of
Virginia

Bentzi and I both spent too much time at
Wisconsin…

We conducted a bibliometric analysis to capture
Bentzi’s collaborations and impact.
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Bentzi published consistently in engineering, but
primarily in the medical sciences later in his career.

Bentzi published in 40 journals, with a focus on human
factors, informatics, and quality improvement.
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Bentzi collaborated on publications with 113
dif ferent people!

Richard Holden, PhD
I remember explicitly working to replicate the way
he thought. I would try composing ideas the way
he did, particularly incorporating theory and
elements from different fields. He often lamented
the lack of theory in human factors and
healthcare research and our first papers together
were on adding theory to understand medical
incident reporting. We also worked on several
reviews and conceptual models together, pulling
together ideas and finding ways to communicate
them across disciplinary boundaries. Of course
today I try to do the same, but I’m not sure anyone
compares to the way Bentzi could speak to a
group of industrial engineers, medical students,
nurses, physicians, pharmacists, administrators,
or industry people with equal clarity.

John Beasley, MD

Bentzi patiently taught me some of the
basics of ISyE, and listened intently when I
explained what was happening during the
clinical encounter. He also felt strongly
that the work we did should have more
impact than just publications and more
grants and was active in working with
organizations. He gave hope that we
could have a scientific approach to how we
do our work -- what has come to be called
the “Basic Science of Primary Care.”

Roger Brown, PhD

Bentzi would come over to my office
and we would brain storm ideas of
design and measurement. He was
always interested in how we can
better measure things. I think he liked
this environment, because we could
“push the envelope” on thinking about
human factors and the healthcare
system. I miss our talks.

Bentzi’s most cited work has been published in
informatics and quality improvement journals.
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Bentzi’s collaborators are now at 71 institutions…

University of
Wisconsin

…they work in 11 countries…

…and in the United States his collaborators are in 23
states and Washington D.C.

Some of the most common words from Bentzi’s
abstracts make it clear that he worked in Wisconsin.

Bentzi’s third most cited first-authored paper was…,

his second most cited first-authored paper was…,

and his

most cited first-authored

paper was…

The ideas presented in these papers continue to be
influential…

…shaping work at the intersection of ISYE and
health care in ways that he may not have expected.

Bentzi’s work continues to influence the next
generation of scholars.

One of my first projects after starting at UVa was a
systematic review of the barriers to PHR use using Karsh's
framework to classify barriers. At that time, I had no idea
how my thinking would evolve. Although I am no longer in
the field, in my day to day life and in my new research I see
examples of Karsh's framework. Currently I am focusing on
child development of antisocial behavior looking at how
individual (e.g., personality, brain development), physical
(location factors - temperature, commotion), organization
(e.g., neighborhood, school), external (e.g., early intervention
programs - head start; health insurance - access to therapy)
level factors influence this development. To watch my
interests evolve and to be able to apply a framework from
one field into a new field has been a very rewarding
experience.

Morgan
Thompson

Bentzi’s work continues to influence the next
generation of scholars.

Working with this framework has given me a
heightened awareness of the contextual factors
which impact a user's experience with an
intervention. As a Westerner who has formed
individualistic biases toward using personal traits
as an explanation for behavior, the Bentzi
framework has been instrumental in developing
appreciation for the influence of task,
organizational, and external factors. As a
prospective psychologist, this experience has
given me a more robust understanding the role
of context in explaining/predicting/altering human
thought and behavior while restricting my
assumptions made in the absence of context.

Jeremiah Reilly

Bentzi’s work continues to influence the next
generation of scholars.

When I just started PhD study, I read Karsh’s paper and
learnt how to analyze a complex work system. His work
stimulated my interests in macroergonomics, and
guided me solving various human factors problems
from a systems perspective.
My advisor, Dr. Karsh’s student, truly carried his spirit of
inheritance and convinced me of the profound
influence an advisor can have on a student’s belief and
faith.

Yushi Yang

Bentzi’s work has been cited increasingly over the
years (there are already over 50 citations of Bentzi’s
work in 2016!)

Bentzi’s work has been cited more than 1500 times
in over 400 dif ferent journals!
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Natalie Abts, M.S.

I think of Bentzi most often when I have a question
of ethics in my work…Bentzi used to say a good test
to could tell if you're making the right decision is if
you would be comfortable with it being displayed on
the front page of the newspaper. My test is if I think
Bentzi would be proud of my decision. If the answer
is no, then I know it's not the right decision to
make.

Calvin Or, Ph.D.

During my PhD study with Bentzi, I learned a lot of
things from him that impacted me and my thinking a
lot. There were too many to list here. To put it in a
nutshell, what I learned from Bentzi was that, for both
work and personal life, he treated students with
fairness; he spent a lot of time and energy in coaching
us; he was always positive to students and things; he
was always supportive and encouraging; and he was
always willing to listen. Bentzi also gave me an
impression that he was energetic and always wanted to
do something that could fix some real-world problems
and move the world forward. I believe Bentzi is one of
the few best mentors and Professors in the field.

Joy Rivera, Ph.D.
Bentzi was really good at making his students feel like his
equal collaborators, even while he was actively mentoring us.
He would take time to listen to our ideas, challenge us through
open dialogue, provide us with constructive feedback, and
support us as we stumbled through our thinking. He also gave
each of us opportunities to lead on papers and projects, which
helped to build our confidence and independence as we moved
through our academic careers.
Bentzi was also really great at entering a healthcare
organization and being able to connect with people at all
different levels. He could teach anyone about human factors,
get them excited about the topic, get them to buy-into systems
thinking and be a good contact or future collaborator. Bentzi
never directly taught us how to do this. I think partly because
he didn’t even know how good he was at it. But by watching
him we learned and now that I’m working in a healthcare
organization I get to apply his technique every day.

Jaime Stone, M.S.
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Sam Alper, Ph.D.

[Bentzi was] someone who would sit by your side,
observe, take notes, and do everything in his
power to understand a situation to make sure
that he could support you. Who that "you" was
didn't seem to matter. If you look into his work,
talk to the people he worked with, you'll find his
driving motive was to help people -- patients,
healthcare professionals, his students, or pretty
much anyone who asked.

I couldn’t have done this without the amazing
people you see below.

Dibora Haile, Jaime Bears, Cristalle Madray, Preston Claiborne, and Claire Wellbeloved-Stone

